Date: 3/10/2017

Arcland Service Holdings (3085, JP)
Exchange: TSE 1st
Sector: Restaurant
Market Cap: JPY51.0 billion
P/B: 3.4x (12/16 act)
Div. Yield: 0.8% (12/17 CE)

Recommendation: Outperform
Share Price: JPY3,080 (3/10/2017)
Target Price: JPY3,234 (mid-term JPY4,073)
P/E: 23.2x (12/17 CE)

Highlight
Metrical maintains Outperform recommendation, raising TP to JPY3,234 on
earnings for FY12/2017 (E). Arcland Service’s competitiveness mainly comes
from delivering customer value of quality food and budget price. Excellent
store management such as customer service and cleanness raises its value.
The low-cost operator has been gaining monthly store sale per outlet from
JPY6.6million to JPY8.1 million, adding satisfied menu and sale channel such
as delivery and take-out. Take-out is the key of further expansion of the
company, as take-out sale adds 30% extra sale to in-store sale at the moment.
Take-out sale would pull sale higher in particularly ‘Karayama’ fried chicken,
as more female customers use ‘Karayama’ enjoying take-out items at home.
This would meet demand of female workers who do not like cocking deepfried staff at home and buy take-out items after work way to home. The share
price is slightly discount on valuation for FY12/2017(E) but is likely to move
higher in mid-term earnings prospect of the highest profit margin fast food.

Business Description
Arcland Service Holdings was founded as an Eating-out business division of
Arcland Sakamoto (9842, JP) in April 1986 and was split as 100% subsidiary
of Arcland Sakamoto of in March 1993. Its core business of pork cutlet
restaurant chain has been growing rapidly due to lower price pork cutlet fast
food chain since the 1st outlet was open in August 1998 and expanded to
overseas and added other category of restaurant such as Italian and fried
chicken. The company went to public in June 2014, maintaining 52.9%
ownership by the parent company. As shown on the pie chart on the left, 87%
of the total number of outlet is ‘Katsuya’ pork cutlet restaurants and the rest
of only 13% is other type of restaurants, hence most of revenue is reliant of
‘Katsuya’ but newly developed “Karayama’ fried chicken business is
aggressively expanding.
Revenue
KatsuyaDR
KatsuyaFC

FY12/2015
10,367
8,552
773
159
7,094
525
1,559
463

Total
(Source) Arcland Service

20,942

Royalty
FC Sales
Membership
Foods sales
Other
Other Restaurant
Other

49.5%
40.8%
3.7%
0.8%
33.9%
2.5%
7..5%
2.2%

100.0%

FY12/2016
10,884
46.7%
9,394
40.0%
855
3.7%
131
0.6%
7,955
34.2%
451
1.9%
2,298
9.9%
708
3.0%
23,286

100.0%

CHG, YoY
5.0%
9.8%
10.6%
-17.6%
12.1%
-14.1%
47.4%
52.9%
11.2%
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Popular pork cutlet served at budget price
‘Tonkatsu’ pork cutlet is one of popular food in Japan. In its pronunciation, the
food is considered as a good-fortune food as ‘katsu’ means win. Pork cutlet is
originally served at specialty restaurant for more than JPY1,000 that is
relatively higher price among popular soul food such as Ramen noodle and
Gyudon beef bowl. “Katsuya’ operated by Arcland Service serves pork cutlet
dishes lower prices ranging from JPY500 to JPY1,000. Fast food chain of pork
cutlet has been only run by Arcland Service and rapidly rowing since 1998,
delivering customer value at quality food and lower price as a pioneer of low
price ‘tonkatsu’ chain.
Fast food chain operation
‘Tonkatsu’ pork cutlet fast food chain was developed by Arcland Service.
Currently total 7 staff on average operate a store by turns that includes 2
regular employees and 5 part-time workers. ‘Katsuya’ limits 44 seats a store
as serving food in 5 minutes. Such an efficient operation with excellent service
and value food has incrementally raised monthly sale a store from JPY6.7
million for 2007 to 8.1 million for 2016, continuously enhancing its customer
value. For instance, the company introduced special menu for certain period
in 2007, increased pork meat volume in dishes and expanded channel to
delivery service, breakfast and lunch box in 2010, increased breakfast outlets
in 2013 and improved customer service and developed voluminous menu in
2015. Excellent cost management and store operation help operating profit
margin keep increasing to 14% for FY12/2016 that is the top of the restaurant
industry in Japan.

Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
Japan’s eating-out market is estimated JPY25 trillion, growing slightly at 2.2%
YoY to JPY25.181 trillion for FY2015. Of the market, fast food and small
restaurant increased 2.1% YoY to JPY13.496 trillion for FY2015. By food
category, fast food restaurant gained 2.7% YoY, Soba & Udon grew 5.8% YoY
and Sushi inched up 1.3% YoY but other like Hamburger and Okonomiyaki
lost 5.5% YoY. On the other hand, Bento lunch box and delicatessen increased
2.9% YoY for the same period. The chart below shows restaurant sales YoY
change from 1994 to 2016 according to Japan Food Service Association. Fast
Food sales rebounded to +6.0% YoY in 2016 from -2.6% YoY in 2015. For
2016, the number of customers increased +2.4% YoY and unit price a
customer gained +3.6 % YoY, while the number of stores inched down -0.3%.
Overall restaurant market remains slow and Fast food recovered sales for the
first time since consumption slump hit by consumption tax hike in April 2014.
Compared with other style of restaurant, Fast food sale was better +6.0% YoY
than Family Restaurant of +0.4% YoY, Bars of -7.2% YoY and Dinner
Restaurant of +4.3% YoY for 2016. But Fast-food market is likely to continue
growing soft going forward due to anemic consumer spending, although
inbound sale by foreign visitors will help sale higher.
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However, ‘tonkatsu’ fast food market has been rapidly growing to JPY40
billion in 2016 since Arcland Service opened the 1st outlet in 1998. Since 2015
other fast food operators such as Matsuya Foods (9887, JP), Zunsho Holdings
(7550, JP) and Toridoll Holdings (7550, JP) and family restaurant Skylark
(3197, JP) has come into the market. Fried food is popular menu and
increasing number of people are eating out for deep-fried food instead of
cocking deep-fried food at home, as they are reluctant to clean up oily kitchen
after cocking. Competition is getting more intense but the market is expected
to keep growing.

Competitive Positioning
Porter’s 5 Forces: Pork Cutlet
Buyers (Low risk): ‘Katsuya’ is highly supported by customers, as the number
of customers of existing stores increased 2.5% YoY and 2.2% YoY for 2015
and 2016. Due to slower growth in real wage in Japan, lunch budget for
average office workers is estimated to remain at JPY510. Arcland has targeted
such a customer, 43 years old male office worker of baby boober’s kid
generation. Its budget price voluminous ‘tonkatsu’ menu really appeals target
customers and ‘katsu-don’ (‘tonkatsu’ bowl) for JPY490 is within their lunch
budget. Therefore, risk of buyers is minimal at this moment.
YoY,%
Sales 2014
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Suppliers (Low risk): Arcland has set up Arcland Maruha Meat Co. Ltd that is
in charge of meat processing, collaborating a large food wholesaler Maruha
Nichiro (1333, JP). This joint company would help procure and pork, securing
certain volume at stable price. Pork meat price remains stable between
JPY500 and JPY600 per kilo gram for 3 years. ‘Katsuya’ and pork cutlet fast
food restaurant use a limited number of food material such as rice, vegetable
(mostly cabbage) as well as pork. In case price of specific material such as rise
and cabbage rises, cost of sales would be affected but long-term contract with
wholesaler or farmer would be also effective on scale of economy or volume.
The risk would be marginal.

(‘Katsuya’ menu)

(‘Matsunoya’ menu)

Competition (Middle-High risk): As mentioned earlier, fast food chains and a
family restaurant operator entered into the pork cutlet market. The price of
lowest menu ‘katsudon’ is offered at JPY490 by Arcland, Matsuya and JPY499
by Skylark, whereas Toridoll and Zensho offer at JPY550 and JPY590 of
regular price. Matsuya ‘gyudon’ chain operator expanded 100 ‘tonkatsu’ outlet
as ‘Matsunoya’ brand and is competing each other with ‘Katsuya’ of Arcland in
town. Skylark has just entered into the market at only 3 outlets, but has huge
potential of expansion supported by its outstanding 3,000 outlets if the family
restaurant operator changes its business line, as ‘Tornkara-Tei’ is projected to
increase 100 to 200 outlets in 2019. Arcland estimates the market size of
1,000 to 1,200 outlets and aims to accelerate to gain majority (600 outlet) of
the market as soon as possible, maintaining the top position as a market
leader. Arcland projects to build 40 new outlets in 2017 after 29 ‘Katsuya’
outlets were added in 2016 in Japan. In order to acceleration, Arcland raised
the number of staff of store development and allied with a large construction
company. For differentiation, Arcland plans to increase sale for take-out.
Currently ‘Matsunoya’ and Skylark do not reinforce take-out so much, but sale
for take-out lunch box added 30% higher sale than the sale of stores that do
not offer lunch box. Also, a new interior outlet will be expanding that appeals
sizzle and live feeling at open kitchen. The new type of outlet costs only 10%
high than existing outlet for development, aiming at differentiating rivals like
‘Matsunoya’ in atmosphere in addition to “QSC” but Kawaguchi MinamiHatogaya store raised 30% more customers than before renovation. The
competition is likely to increase for the time being until total number of outlet
reaches 1,200.
New Entry (Middle risk): A number of operators are entering into pork cutlet
market as mentioned earlier. Other than those companies, competitors from
different category has entered into the market. Soba noodle fast food
operators offer ‘katsudon’ menu as well as soba noodles at their outlets. “Fuji
Soba’ serves ‘katsudon’ at JPY490. Seven Eleven and other convenience store
operators sell ‘katsudon’ lunch box at JPY580. The entry barrier is not high
enough. New entry risk is middle as a number of operators has already
entered. As mentioned earlier, fried food eating-out market is growing, as this
kind of food is so popular and people are more likely to eating out (including
take-out) than cocking it at home. Therefore, the risk of new entry would
middle, while the market is still expanding.
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Substitution (Low risk): Pork cutlet fast food is relatively newer than beef
bowl, ramen and soba and etc. For example, beef bowl is known as cheap food
and served at ‘gyudon’ fast food chain at JPY300-JPY400. But pork cutlet is
relatively higher priced food than other type of menu, as it has been served at
specialty restaurant. “Katsuya’ is a game changer and offer from JPY490 such
a special menu. Fast food type of pork cutlet is operated by 5 operators and
just started competition for a year. Currently +2% increase of customers
shows solid support by customers and substitution risk would be low.
‘Katsudon’ lunch box by convenience stores is not significant threat at this
moment due to prep food and higher price than “Katsuya” and “Matsunoya.’
Porter’s 5 Forces: Fried Chicken
Arcland launched fried chicken (‘karaage’) fast food business as its ‘Karayama’
brand in December 2014 and has been accelerating developing outlets.
“Karayama’ outlets total 15 as of March 2017 and are projected to add 7
outlets for 2017.
Buyers (Low risk):
The new business line is doing well and is expanding customer base that is
broader than company expectation. ‘Katsuya’ focuses on mainly 40’s office
male workers, (male customer 80%: female 20%) whereas “Karayama’ is
supported by family and women (male 70%: female 30%). 40% of the sale is
take-out, as women customers are more likely to buy fried chicken for their
meal for lunch and dinner at home instead of cocking for themselves. Due to
higher take-out demand “Karayama’ performs well, expanding the sale to
JPY14.8 billion for FY12/2016.
(‘Karayama’ In-Store menu)

(‘Karayama’ Take-Out menu)

Suppliers (Low risk): ‘Karayama’ business is also procured by Arcland as
‘Katsuya’ does. The risk would be marginal.
Competition (Low-Middle risk): Fried chicken fast food in Japanese style is
unique and there are few competitors at this moment. Skylark has just
launched ‘Tonkara-Tei’ brand that serves ‘karaage’ set menu at JPY699
besides ‘tonkatsu’ and ‘katsudfon,’ whereas Arcland’ ‘Karayama’ serves
‘karaage’ set menu at JPY620. Arcland aims to accelerate expansion its outlet,
delivering high customer value in its quality and price. Currently fried chicken
of ‘Karayama’ offers 7 kind of ‘karaage’ menu and 9 kind of take-out menu,
and takes cocking ‘karaage’ seriously, serving a couple of different sauces.
Competition in ‘karaage’ market is not intense at this moment, but is likely to
increase, as Skylark expand its operation in this market.
New Entry (Middle risk): ‘Karaage’ is always listed as one of popular food in
Japan. Meanwhile, increasing number of people are reluctant to cock ‘karaage’
at home, as they are dislike dangerous deep-fried cocking using hot oil and
clean-up oily kitchen staff after cocking. People are more likely to eat-out at
restaurant such a favorite food or buy take-out items for eating at home. The
market is expected to grow led by the above tailwinds, but new entry is also
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expected to increase from other fast food operators. The market size is
estimated 600 outlets originally by Arcland, but revised upward to double
recently as take-out demands are very solid at ‘Karayama.’ If a female
customer takes ‘karaage’ out and enjoy at home while it is still warm, outlet
should be located in 15 minutes’ distance from her home. Thus, potential
market is upgraded. In this sense, ‘Karayama’ road side is designed to build
behind of wider parking lot for female drivers to park a car easily.
Consequently, the risk of new entry is likely to increase going forward, while
the market potential is still expanding.
Substitution (Low risk): Demand of deep-fried chicken fast food is increasing
on the tailwinds as mentioned above. Customers support quality of favorite
fried food with budget price. This kind of fast food will rather take over from
specialty restaurants, while consumer spending remains slow due to soft real
wage growth. Therefore, substitution risk is marginal.

Investment Summary
Business Outlook
Due to positive outlook of monthly sale and positive expectation of ‘Karayama’
business line, the earnings are expected to grow at solid pace until the market
is mature for the mid-term.
Competitive Positioning and Risks
Due to increasing demand of fried food, the market is expanding in both of
pork cutlet and fried chicken. Alongside the market expansion, the
competition is getting intense and new entry is likely to increase. However, its
superior low cost operation enables to maintain lower price than competitors
and quality of meal and customer service also help Arcland remain as a
market leader of this niche market. Additionally, its diversified sale channel to
delivery, take-out from in-store is the strongest point. As increasing number
of women are advancing into workplace in Japan due to labor shortage, takeout needs of deep-fried food is increasing. This is an advantage of the
company.
Valuation
For early 2016, the share price seemed somewhat looked ahead on its
favorable monthly sale. Toward the year end, the share price has cooled down
and is slightly lower than its fair value right now. EV/EBITDA will decline to
15.70x in FY12/2017 (E) and 8.67x in FY12/2020 from 22.81x in FY12/2015
and 15.63x in FY12/2016. The SOTP NAV also shows slightly discount from
the NAV for FY12/2017 (E). The NAV for FY12/2020 is expected to rise to
JPY4,073 a share.
Financial Stability
Arcland has no debt and much cash on hand. Financial stability is very sound
and rich free cash flow will raise its excess cash on its balance sheet going
forward, too.
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Business Outlook
Existing Store Sale
Existing store(‘Katsuya’) sales favorably grew 4.0% YoY in 2013, 1.5% YoY in
2014, 2.0% YoY in 2015 and 2.3% YoY in FY2016. METRICAL expects the
store sale to maintain solid growth at 2.1% YoY until 2020 although demand
of foreign tourists for Tokyo Olympic Game might push the sale much higher
(see Table below). Major driver of sales growth is take-out and ‘Karayama.’
Store that is available for take-out earns 30% sale than that is unavailable. At
this moment only 30% of stores are available for take-out sale and Arcland
plans to increase stores that are available for take-out. ‘Karayama’ also helps
sales increase, as average monthly sale of ‘Karayama’ is JPY11.6 million a
store, whereas ‘Katsuya’ earns JPY8.1 million a store on average. Unit price of
‘Karayama’ is slightly higher and take-out sale is 10ppt higher than ‘Katsuy’ of
total store sale.

Company Outlook for Full Year FY12/2017
The company posted its full year outlook. Sale will be up 11.7% YoY to
JPY26,000 million and OP, RP and NP are expected to gain 11.9% YoY to
JPY3,750 million, 10.0% YoY to JPY38,000 million and 6.3% YoY to JPY2,200
million respectively.
METRICAL forecast for FY12/2017
Based on positive outlook of monthly sale, earnings for the full year will move
higher slightly than company forecast. Sales are expected to rise 17.8% YoY to
JPY26,770 million and OP, EBT and NP are expected to gain 24.3% YoY to
JPY3,947 million, 17.8% YoY to JPY3,828 million and 18.0% YoY to JPY2,441
million respectively (see Appendix)
Mid-Term Outlook
For mid-tem the earnings are expected to continue solid growth led by
positive monthly sale of ‘Katsuya’ and increasing take-out demand of women
customers for ‘Karayama.’ Total sale is expected to grow to JPY40,793 million
and OP to grow to JPY6,439 million for FY12/2020 (see Appendix).
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Valuation
The share price does not look cheap on EV/EBITDA. However, taking account
of its prospective earnings in mid-term, the multiple valuation will come
down. SOTP NAV that is apprised on the business value plus net cash shows
more attractive and is expected to be JPY3,234 for FY03/2017 (E) that is 5%
discount of closing price on March 10th 2017.
EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA for FY12/2017(E) is estimated to be 15.7x and will decline to 8.7x
for FY012/2020 (E) from 22.8x for FY12/2015 and 18.9x for FY12/2016.

Sum-of-the Parts Value
Sum-of-the-Parts (SOTP) value is business value of each business segment
that uses normalized EBIT, EBITDA and FCF from FY12/2011 to
FY12/2017(E), added to net cash and long-term investment securities and
land. SOTP value for FY12/2017(E) is estimated to be JPY3,234 a share (5%
discount of closing price of March 10th 2017). SOTP value for FY12/2020(E) is
estimated to be JPY4,073 a share (24% discount of closing price of March 10th
2017), as shown table below.

Financial Analysis
As shown key financial ratios in table below and financial statements
summary in Appendix, Arcland has strong balance sheet and rich free cash
flow. Free cash flow is steadily growing buoyed by high profit margins and is
expected to exceed JPY4.5 billion for FY12/2020. The company projects to
accelerate expansion of outlets but free cash flow generates far more than its
CapEx. Arcland has no debt and has too much excess cash and should return
shareholders in near future. Dividend is very likely to pull higher again,
although the company raised JPY5 per share for FY12/2016, which still
remains 19% payout ratio against net profit.
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Investment Risks
Industry competition (Very Likely, Middle Risk)
Competition within industry would be the most likely risk of all investment
risk. Some investors worry about increasing competition of pork cutlet fast
food. Matsuya Food projects to open 59 ‘Matsunoya’ pork cutlet outlets for
FY03/2017 (as of February 2017 total 112 outlets), and Skylark aims at
expanding to 100 to 200 outlets for FY12/2019 (currently 3 outlets). If this is
true that pork cutlet fast food market is 1,200 outlets (‘gyudon’ is 3,000
outlets), total 500 outlets is the half of the capacity at the moment. Currently a
variety of pork cutlet menu and price (JPY490 of ‘katsudon’ is as low as
‘Matsunoya’) has competitive advantage. February existing store sale was
down -3.2% YoY from a year ago, but this was mainly due to high sale
performance of the previous year at +6.4% and would not have any trouble.
Strengthening take-out and delivery would respond to right needs of society
and will definitely support the business.
Reversal of budget-minded consumption (Less Likely, Low Risk)
This would be a major risk for budget price fast food operators if consumers
were more likely to buy luxury dinner restaurant rather than budget fast food.
The risk would be less likely for the mid-term. In macroeconomic point of
view in Japan, disposable income of consumers is hardly expected to grow
further as social security expense is increasing at solid pace due to
demographic structure in Japan. Also, a change in social structure would be a
tailwind for the company, as fried-food is always one of the most popular food
but many people are likely to be reluctant to cock deep-fried menu at home
and an increasing number of women advances into workplace and buy such a
take-out food for eating at home. Therefore, the risk that consumers will not
enjoy luxurious restaurant rather than fast food is less likely.
Inflation (Less Likely, Low Risk)
Inflation risk is concern about food material cost for the fast food chain
operators. However, pork price has been stable, as government imposes
additional dollar of tax on import pork that is lower than domestic pork. Thus,
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pork price is relatively stable than beef and other meat. Rice and cabbage are
domestic material and influenced by weather in Japan but could maintain to
stabilize by long-term contract with wholesalers. For short term, weaker JPY
and rise in crude oil price would influence to raise electricity cost.
Consequently, inflation risk would be marginal at this moment.
Parent ownership (Less Likely, Low Risk)
Parent company Arcland Sakamoto still owns 52.9% ownership and directors
and key managers come from the parent company. Arcland Service
significantly contribute to the parent’s consolidated earnings. The parent
company is unlikely to sell the shares of the subsidiary soon. Moreover,
Arcland Sakamoto has been growing soft but marinating generating sufficient
cash flow. The subsidiary would remain in the consolidation for the mid-term.
Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@metrical.co.jp
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Appendix
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